
The total cross-section
• σtot = σel + σdiff + σjets + σEW + σbsm + …



Monte Carlo simulations
• The final states of high energy collisions (“events”) are single

samples from the distributions (differential cross-sections)
predicted by Quantum Field theory.

• These final states are, in general, very complex.
• So is the response of the detector to those collisions.
• It would be impossible to understand the detected events except

through detailed, iterative comparisons with detailed simulations.
• The heart of these simulations is the “event loop”.
• The simulations generate single events using (pseudo-)random

numbers to sample the QFT predictions and fix other variables
that are essentially random; hence, “Monte Carlos”.

• A Monte Carlo is actually an extremely elaborate integral:
         N =  Σfs ∫ σ d(phase space of final state)

• Phase space is all possible configuration of final state momenta,
consistent with energy-momentum conservation.

• Sum over all final states that we choose to observe, consistent
with all known conservation laws and dynamical laws.



Monte Carlo simulations
• Monte Carlo is in two parts: physics (event) simulation, and

detector response simulation.
• The detector response is based on an elaborate and detailed

program called GEANT.
– Complete description of the detector geometry, materials, active

elements
– All the ways that particles can interact with the material:

bremsstrahlung, ionization, dE/dx, hadronic showers, EM showers
• The physics simulation is based (for LHC) on Pythia (and other

similar programs).
– choice of initial state partons based on parton distribution functions in

the proton
– hard scattering sub-process
– parton shower and fragmentation
– hadronization
– resonance and heavy particle decays
– Rigorous energy-momentum conservation



Pythia

• Download from http://home.thep.lu.se/~torbjorn/Pythia.html
• Install in linux or MacOS
• Study A Brief Introduction to PYTHIA 8.1 and/or the

Pythia 8.1 Intro and Tutorial
• Look at (and if you want, run through) the Pythia 8

Worksheet
• Run (all of) the examples
• Examine the results! What do events look like? What do

the histograms tell us?
• What are the reported cross-sections for the different final

states / processes?



From the
Pythia manuals



a single pythia event: gg → tt



Integrated
cross section

in Pythia

pythia example main11/out11 (Top:all; Ecmmin >40, ptmin > 20)
σ = 5×10-12 mb,  L = 1×1034 /cm2/s,  dN/dt = 5×10-5/s
σ = 5×10-6 mb,  L = 1×1034 /cm2/s,  dN/dt = 50/s



What is mass?
• Newtonian inertial mass
• Newtonian gravitational mass, Equivalence principle

 F = minertial a = G mgrav msource / r2

• Special relativity: conservation of matter-energy
• GR: mass-energy as source of curvature
• QM: Binding energy as mass; defining mass for quarks
• QM: mass-energy as dispersive wave eiEt/hbar

• QM: (m+iΓ/2) as dispersive/absorptive wave
ψ ~ exp((imc2-Γ/2)t /hbar)

• QFT: mass as propagating self-energy:
term in the Lagrangian, L ~ m ψψ

• QFT: mass as coupling to Higgs ether
 L ~ 〈φ〉ψψ

• Cosmological baryogenesis (matter/antimatter asymmetry)



Particle decay lengths

 Γ = hbar/τ  <l> = γβcτ = (p/m)cτ

c 3.00E+08 m/s

p 10000 MeV

hbar 6.58E-22 MeV-s

m (MeV) tau (s) Width (MeV) <l> (m) <l> (cm) force where decays?

n 939.56 8.86E+02 7.43E-25 2.83E+12 2.83E+14 weak "stable"

mu 105.66 2.20E-06 3.00E-16 6.24E+04 6.24E+06 weak "stable"

pi 139.57 2.60E-08 2.53E-14 5.60E+02 5.60E+04 weak "stable"

pi0 134.98 8.40E-17 7.84E-06 1.87E-06 1.87E-04 EM very short

rho 770 4.41E-21 1.49E-01 1.72E-11 1.72E-09 strong very short

K 493.68 1.24E-08 5.31E-14 7.54E+01 7.54E+03 weak "stable"

KS 497.61 8.95E-11 7.35E-12 5.40E-01 5.40E+01 weak "Vee"

KL 497.61 5.12E-08 1.29E-14 3.08E+02 3.08E+04 weak "Vee"

tau 1776.84 2.91E-13 2.26E-09 4.91E-04 4.91E-02 weak sep vertex

D+ 1869.62 1.04E-12 6.33E-10 1.67E-03 1.67E-01 weak sep vertex

D*+ 2010.27 6.86E-21 9.60E-02 1.02E-11 1.02E-09 strong very short

B0 5279.53 1.53E-12 4.30E-10 8.69E-04 8.69E-02 weak sep vertex

top 171200 2.19E-23 3.01E+01 3.83E-16 3.83E-14 weak very short

J/psi 3096.92 7.06E-21 9.32E-02 6.84E-12 6.84E-10 strong, EM very short

ups(1S) 9460.3 1.22E-20 5.40E-02 3.87E-12 3.87E-10 strong, EM very short

Omega- 1672.45 8.21E-11 8.02E-12 1.47E-01 1.47E+01 weak "Vee"

Lambda0 1115.68 2.63E-10 2.50E-12 7.07E-01 7.07E+01 weak "Vee"

Lambdac+ 2286.46 2.00E-13 3.29E-09 2.62E-04 2.62E-02 weak sep vertex

Lambdab0 5620.2 1.38E-12 4.77E-10 7.37E-04 7.37E-02 weak sep vertex



Notes to previous table
• “stable” - well, stable enough to traverse the detector without

decaying
• “Vee” can decay in the detector, often to two charged particles

that form a “V”
• Sep vertex: decays before exiting the beampipe, but long

enough to be measurable (as a “separated vertex”) by precision
detectors just outside the beampipe that track the daughter
charged particles

• Very short: decays strongly, traveling un unmeasurably short
distance. Instead, “width” is measured by forming distribution of
invariant mass of decay products.

• The quarkonia (J/psi and Upsilon) decay strongly, but the
decays are suppressed (the heavy quark pair must annihilate),
so the width is narrow and EM decays can compete.



Thanks to Peter Mao!


